Adverb phrases

Grade 5 Adverbs Worksheet

Part 1: Improve the following sentences by adding an adverbial phrase from the word bank.

**Word bank:**

- In the classroom
- After many hours
- Outside the school
- With a lot of energy
- Far from the river

1. ___________________ she waited for her friends.
2. ___________________ he ran to the finish line.
3. ___________________ the family went hiking.
4. ___________________ they sang the song.
5. ___________________ we could not find the solution to the problem.

Part 2: Add your own adverbial phrase to these sentences:

1. ___________________ he cooked the meal.
2. ___________________ we traveled to California.
3. ___________________ cats purred.
4. ___________________ the bride walked down the aisle.
5. ___________________ the dog ate the bone.

**Starting word suggestions:**

- in
- inside
- out
- outside
- at
- from
- near
- everywhere
- over
- without
- under

**Adverb phrases** usually describe when, where or how something happens.

_He ran by the lake._

The adverb phrase “by the lake” describes where he ran.
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Answers
Answers may vary.

Part 1:
1. __Outside the school.__ she waited for her friends.
2. __With a lot of energy.__ he ran to the finish line.
3. __Far from the river.__ the family went hiking.
4. __In the classroom.__ they sang the song.
5. __After many hours.__ we could not find the solution to the problem

Part 2:
1. __Without using a recipe.__ he cooked the meal.
2. __In our minivan.__ we traveled to California.
3. __Under the blanket.__ cats purred.
4. __Inside the church.__ the bride walked down the aisle.
5. __In the garden.__ the dog ate the bone.